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1

Introduction

1.1

Executive Summary

This deliverable provides the implementation of BRAIN-IoT Repository (it was called Marketplace before M18),
developed during task 4.3, as part of Work Package WP4 “Decentralization of IoT Platform and Services”.
Although it also presents the BRAIN-IoT Repository from a technical point of view, it will refer to documents
on the business dynamics and other documents related to components, parts of the BRAIN-IoT architecture,
and the related business analysis will be further explored in D4.7-“Final Deployment and Operation Enablers”.
The present document will focus more on the technical implementation of BRAIN-IT Repository and its practical
application in real scenarios.
As exposed in D4.3, BRAIN-IoT Repository is a repository for receiving all kinds of artefacts generated by
BRAIN-IoT development/modelling environment and BRAIN-IT infrastructure services. They can be OSGi
bundles, BRAIN-IoT services, application logic and adaptors. Each BRAIN-IoT service is a functional unit of an
IoT system deployable in an OSGi container and has its own Requirements/Capabilities metadata which will be
used for the dynamic service discovery and deployment in BRAIN-IoT execution platform. Also, each BRAINIoT service include a set of OSGi bundles with code, and OSGI metadata satisfying all the dependency
requirements for running the functional unit in an OSGi framework, and an OBR Index with a dependency map
between bundles. To rapidly discovery a desired BRAIN-IoT service, BRAIN-IoT Repository uses a two-tier
indexing hierarchy, the top-level index indicates the list of BRAIN-IoT services with their metadata and tell
where the BRAIN-IoT execution platform will discover the required BRAIN-IoT service in response to a specific
event. The secondary-level is the OBR index originally contained in a BRAIN-IoT service with the dependencies
information.
The BRAIN-IoT Repository is enabled by components developed for general purpose inside the Platform and
also for dedicated enablers. This document will be focused on the dedicated enablers implemented for task
4.3 and will reference other enablers in the relevant documentations such as the enablers (i.e. BMS, BIS) in D3.7
for dynamic distribution of IoT behaviours in BRAIN-IT Fabric and the enablers (i.e. System Description, Paremus
Service Fabric) in D4.4 for the discovery of BRAIN services, distributed deployment of IoT systems.
The specific enablers are described in section 3 “Technologies used”. Subsequently, is addressed the integration
with other enablers, not specifically developed in the Brain-IoT project. The final interaction, state and
performance is then discussed. How to deploy them, conclusions and future work to conclude.
1.2

Scope

The scope of this deliverable is to present the use of the BRAIN-IoT Repository to host and share advanced
software components in the Brain-IoT Platform.
This document is the continuation of deliverable 4.3 addressing the technical aspects of the marketplace
implementation.
1.3

How M18 recommendations have been addressed

In the M18 review report there was specific feedback for the D4.3, which we find addressable for the D4.6.
More details regarding “generic modelling tools that allowed the simple creation of context specific AI/MLbased behaviours that will be of interest to the wider community” need to be provided. How proper interfaces
are to be assured?
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The interfaces between the Smart Behaviours within the Brain IoT platform in Sections 4, 5 and 6 of the present
document.
How the community will be trained to develop “smart behaviours”?
The public tutorial of Brain-IoT includes information of how to develop and build smart behaviours i.
1.4

Related documents
ID

1.5

Title

Reference

Version

Date

[RD.1]

D4.3 - Initial BRAIN-IoT Marketplace Business
Dynamics

D4.3

1.1

M19

[RD.2]

D4.7 – Final BRAIN-IoT Marketplace Business
Dynamics

D4.7

1.0

M36

[RD.3]

D5.6 - Final AAA layer for IoT cross platform models

D5.6

1.0

M28

[RD.4]

D3.7 - Final Enablers for dynamic distribution of IoT
behaviours

D3.7

1.0

M36

[RD.5]

D4.4 - Final discovery, search, composition and
orchestration enablers

D4.4

1.0

M36

Related BRAIN-IoT Source Repositories
ID
1
2
3
4
5

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

Repository Name

Links

Brain-iot-tutorials

source, site

Brain-iot-EventBus

source

Brain-iot-admin-user-interface

source

Brain-iot-marketplace

source, site

Brain-iot-fabric-systems

source
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2

Related works

Main IT and IoT providers companies have been involved in related IoT algorithms development and dataset
exchanging. Those assets are exposed in several ways, such as: SaaS or following a marketplace model.
Furthermore, other European projects and certain research projects have concluded in some solutions like
proposed one.
On one hand, cloud providers such as: Amazon, Microsoft, IBM, etc, have integrate in their IaaS a huge
marketplace to buy, or free use, a great variety algorithms and datasets to be consumed by their platform
users. For example, Amazon’s Sagemaker ii provide an integration with their Marketplace to automatically
deploy those algorithms or include the datasets in their analytical pipelines. The same happens with Microsoft’s
cloud solution, Azure. Most of these solutions are implemented through an API and clients consume these
products using a request by their SDK, HTTP protocol or UI.
In different circumstances, German IoT providers, Bosh and Siemens, have developed an entire system to gather
data from different sensors and apply certain solutions over that data. In the case of Siemens MindSphereiii, it
offers data extraction over its platform and use that data in several services such as analytical or monitoring
tools and create more over their SDK. Whereas Bosch and their IoT Suiteiv only let users exchange data over his
platform and integrate some middleware through Bosch IoT Hubv.
On the other hand, there were a few approaches to solve this problem in research careers. An example of these
cases could be Big IoT’s marketplacevi, which provide IoT resources discovering. This platform uses a Semantic
Information Broker (SIB) which captures the context of smart space (somewhere provided with sensors) and is
used for smart space discovery. However, this solution does not provide any kind of data storage, that task is
delegated in any data IoT platform provider. Another example of these paradigm could be the system
described in “Semantic Interoperability Architecture for Pervasive Computing and Internet of Things” paper.
Which follows the same idea but supplying data storing and monetization for most of IoT resources.
Taking all the market solutions into account, it is interesting to highlight the main disadvantages of the above
solutions. None of them offer end-to-end secure communications, only provide security storage, and must be
provided by each provider. Another point which Brain-IoT improve these developments is that it allows
interoperability between all connected devices. Moreover, only Amazon and Azure solutions let deploy
dynamically certain components as Brain-IoT does, however those solutions require third party software as ECS
or EKS.
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3

BRAIN-IoT Repository Design – Architecture and Data Flow

BRAIN-IoT Repository is a sub-component of BRAIN-IoT Communication and Management Layer as specified
in D2.7 - Final Architecture and Test Sites Specifications, the BRAIN-IoT functional architecture is defined as
represented in Figure 1. A red rectangle highlights the functional component which is subject of the current
document.

Figure 1: BRAIN-IT Functional Architecture

As can be seen from Figure 1, the Communication and Management Layer contains three functional blocks.
Specially, the block “Service Repository” which will be focus on in this document hosts several types of
composite artefacts to be manually or automatically deployed to the BRAIN-IT execution platform. These
artefacts have been introduced in D4.3-section 2. They come from the modelling framework and other
development tools. They could be OSGi bundles, BRAIN-IoT services, Systems Description generated from other
functional layers.
The block “Dynamic & Automated Deployment and Communication Management Framework” will be
represented in the D3.7, it provides a sustainable execution environment to allow simply operation,
maintenance and runtime adaptation of IoT systems, it manages, discoveries and deploy desired artefacts
stored in the “Service Repository”. The artefacts will be deployed in the distributed execution platform provided
by the block “Distributed Service Discovery and Execution Platform” which will be represented in the D4.4, it
enables the remote service communication and orchestration leveraging the Paremus Service Fabric.
As analysed requirements from the D4.3, BRAIN-IoT Service Repository is the recipient of artefacts from
generated by the BRAIN-IoT Modelling Framework and other potential development environment, it will need
to provide the indexes to different artefact capabilities and Requirements. As the released artifacts are
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immutable, no runtime adaption is possible; changes in the runtime environment needing to be addressed by
the originator of the software artefacts.
Finally, BRAIN-IoT Repository choose an efficiently innovative approach to use the structure with two-tier
indexing hierarchy to manage the artefacts via a simple brower-based tool to aid the browser-based tool to
aid Operational management/maintenance of the repository, it’s hosted at http://www.brain-iot.eu/brain-iotrepository/ in BRAIN-IoT official site.

The BRAIN-IoT Service Repository functional component uses the open-source Nexus Repository OSS to host
the OSGi bundles, BRAIN-IoT Services artefacts and Service Fabric Systems released by BRAIN-IoT
Development/Modelling tool chain. It contains multiple sub-repositories as shown in Figure 2, the ones specific
for BRAIN-IoT including:
• maven-releases: contains the OSGi bundles and the BRAIN-IoT services artefacts of release version.
•

maven-snapshots: contains the OSGi bundles and the BRAIN-IoT services artefacts of snapshot
version.

•

marketplaces: contains BRAIN-IoT service marketplaces with the two-tier indexing hierarchy for
indexing different IoT systems.

•

systems: contains the Service Fabric ‘System Descriptions’ as presented in D4.1-section 3.5 for
compositing and orchestrating different IoT applications.

The maven-releases and maven-snapshots repositories are private which requires the credentials of developers,
while the marketplaces and the systems repositories are public.

Figure 2: Overview of BRAIN-IT Service Repository

An OSGi bundle can be annotated with their Requirements/Capabilities indicated by the BRAIN-IoT Events
using the @SmartBehaviourDefinition annotation developed by BRAIN-IoT platform leveraging OSGi
specification (see D3.7), and then packaged as a BRAIN-IoT service artefact using a specific plugin.
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BRAIN-IoT provides two Maven plugins for creating the BRAIN-IoT Services and then creating a BRAIN-IoT
Repository including a set of BRAIN-IoT Services forming the modular components of a IoT application:
• smart-behaviour-maven-plugin: to package an OSGi bundle as a BRAIN-IT Service archiving all
required dependencies.
• behaviour-marketplace-maven-plugin: to create a BRAIN-IoT Repository for a specific IoT
application, it gathers all Services to be deployed through BRAIN-IoT platform.
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4

BRAIN-IoT Repository implementation

BRAIN-IoT Repository has required several integrations with third-party software. The main purpose of this
section is to clarify how these integrations have been done and what was the procedure followed by the
developers during this task. A complete tutorial for developing BRAIN-IoT service, deploying a system to
BRAIN-IT platform is provided at https://eclipse-researchlabs.github.io/brain-iot-tutorials/tutorial/index.html.
The BRAIN-IoT specific artifacts are:

•

BRAIN-IT Service

•

BRAIN-IoT Service Marketplace

The structure of these artifacts and the tools to create them are described in the following sections of this
document.
4.1

BRAIN-IoT Service

A BRAIN-IT Service is developed by using the @SmartBehaviourDefinition annotation and implementing the
SmartBehaviour interface defined by the sub-project “eventing-api” of the “brain-iot-EventBus" repository
(https://github.com/eclipse-researchlabs/brain-iot-EventBus) in a Declarative OSGi bundle, and its relevant
Capabilities (specified by the types of the consumed BRAIN-IoT events) are configured through the properties
of the annotation as shown in Table 1.
SmartBehaviourDefinition Property

Explanation of the Property

consumed

The event types consumed by this BRAIN-IT Service

name

The name of this BRAIN-IT Service

author

The author of this BRAIN-IT Service

filter

A filter used to select the properties of the events
that should be passed to this BRAIN-IT Service

description

The description of this BRAIN-IT Service
Table 1: Properties of a BRAIN-IoT Service

As an example, the light BRAIN-IT service bundle use the annotation as the following to implement a ‘virtual’
light as web page in the Security Light system:
@SmartBehaviourDefinition(
consumed = {LightCommand.class, LightQuery.class},
filter = "(brightness=*)",
author = "Paremus", name = "Example Smart Light Bulb",
description = "Implements a Smart Light Bulb and UI to display it.")
Deliverable nr.
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public class RestComponentImpl implements SmartBehaviour<BrainIoTEvent>{}

BRAIN-IoT provides the smart-behaviour-maven-plugin for building a BRAIN-IoT Service which is a
functional unit deployable on a Fabric Fibre which is an OSGi execution environment in the distributed Service
Fabric as described in D4.4 - section 3.3 -Service Fabric “Fibres”. A BRAIN-IoT Service artifact is a JAR archive
containing an initial requirement of list of bundles that must be deployed on a Fibre, as well as their resolved
dependencies at the Maven “package: and “runtime” phase.
The JAR manifest contains the following BRAIN-IoT specific headers:

BRAIN-IoT-Smart-Behaviour-SymbolicName Name of the Smart Behaviour
BRAIN-IoT-Smart-Behaviour-Version

Version of the Smart Behaviour

BRAIN-IoT-Deploy-Requirement

Requirement string that can be resolved against
the index.xml in the JAR to deploy the target
artifact (and its dependencies)
Table 2: Brain IoT headers

The completed tutorial for developing a BRAIN-IoT smart behaviour is hosted at https://eclipseresearchlabs.github.io/brain-iot-tutorials/tutorial/10-developer.html, which takes the Security Light System as
an example.
smart-behaviour-maven-plugin provides the ‘smart-behaviour’ goal bound to the ‘package’ phase for
gathering all dependencies specified in the project pom file, as well as the project output jar by default and
building a BRAIN-IoT Service archive with the suffix “smart-behaviour.jar”. The resulting jar archive has the
name in the form of ‘${project.artifactId} - ${project.version} -brain-iot-smart-behaviour.jar’, and it will located
together with the project output artefact in the target folder.
The ‘smart-behaviour’ goal is not executed by default, therefore at least one explicit execution needs to be
configured (by default bound to phase package), by adding the following to the project pom.xml:

<build>
<plugins>
<plugin>
<groupId>com.paremus.brain.iot.maven</groupId>
<artifactId>smart-behaviour-maven-plugin</artifactId>
<version>0.0.1-SNAPSHOT</version>
<executions>
<execution>
<goals>
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<goal>smart-behaviour</goal>
</goals>
</execution>
</executions>
</plugin>
</plugins>
</build>

This plugin is optionally configurable in its plugin’s configuration in the pom.xml. The configuration
parameters shown in Table 3 include:
Configuration parameter

Required

Description

name

false

It specifies the smart behaviour symbolic name, default
value ${project.groupId}.${project.artifactId}

version

false

The version of the generated jar, default is
${project.version}

gatherDependencies

false

Default is true.

gatherOutputJar

false

Default is true. Gather this project's output jar into the
target folder, only relevant when the gatherDependencies
is true

targetFolder

false

Default is ${project.build.directory}/smart-behaviour

bndrun

false

used as a source of initial requirements or a list of
bundles to be deployed

useRunBundles

false

Default is “false”. If set to true then the run bundles from
the bndrun file will be used rather than the run
requirements.

Table 3: Configuration Parameters of BRAIN-IoT Service Plugin

Specially, the ‘bndrun’ configuration parameter uses a bndrun file with the suffix .bndrun which is located in
the base directory of the project. The bndrun file can be configured to specify an alternate path which can be
absolute or relative to the base directory of the project. The bndrun file is used as a source of initial
requirements or a list of bundles to be deployed on a BRAIN-IoT Fabric Fibre. The bundles specified in the “runrequires” instruction in the bndrun file will be put in the BRAIN-IoT-Deploy-Requirement header of the
generated jar archive and they will be resolved and installed on the fibre together with their dependencies. In
general, If the bndrun file doesn’t exist, then the default required bundle to be mandatorily deployed is the
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project target bundle. So, this plugin can be used together with the bnd-resolver-maven-plugin1 for resolving
the bndrun file in advance. As an example, a project.bndrun file can be used as following:

<build>
<plugins>
<plugin>
<groupId>com.paremus.brain.iot.maven</groupId>
<artifactId>smart-behaviour-maven-plugin</artifactId>
<version>0.0.1-SNAPSHOT</version>
<executions>
<execution>
<goals>
<goal>smart-behaviour</goal>
</goals>
<configuration>
<bndrun>project.bndrun</bndrun>
</configuration>
</execution>
</executions>
</plugin>
</plugins>
</build>

where the project.bndrun is the name of a bndrun file containing the initial requirements specified in the –
runrequires instruction of a bndrun file to resolve the BRAIN-IoT Service.
If the configuration value useRunBundles is set true, the resolved bundles listed in the –runbundles instruction
from the bndrun file will be used rather than the run initial requirements.
If no bndrun is supplied, then the initial requirement will be inferred from the consumed event types.
For example, light.bndrun from the Security Light example contains:

-runrequires: \
bnd.identity;id='com.paremus.brain.iot.example.light.impl',\
bnd.identity;id=‘org.apache.aries.jax.rs.jackson'

1

https://github.com/bndtools/bnd/tree/master/maven/bnd-resolver-maven-plugin
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The building process of a BRAIN-IoT service by the smart-behaviour-maven-plugin is as follows:
•

Gathering all dependencies in the project pom.xml and the project target jar archive, putting them in
the ‘smart-behaviour’ folder of the default project target directory.

•

Processing the bndrun file and putting the list of bundles specified in the bndrun file in the same folder
as previous step.

•

Generating the BRAIN-IoT Service jar with its OSGi Manifest file by using the ‘smart-behaviour’ folder
as its input and archiving all the dependencies as well as an OBR index.xml file to be generated
including the dependency map.

Finally, the plugin will by default set some manifest headers derived from pom elements as shown in Table 4.
BRAIN-IoT Service Header

Derived from POM Element

BRAIN-IoT-Smart-Behaviour-SymbolicName

${project.groupId}.${project.artifactId}

BRAIN-IoT-Smart-Behaviour-Version

${project.version}

BRAIN-IoT-Deploy-Requirement

The bundle generated by current project or the
required bundles speicified in the bndrun file if
it exists

Table 4: BRAIN-IoT Service Manifest Headers

In above example, the light BRAIN-IoT service artifact is created in target/light.impl-0.0.1-SNAPSHOTbrain-iot-smart-behaviour.jar and its manifest headers are:

BRAIN-IoT-Smart-Behaviour-

com.paremus.brain.iot.example.light.impl

SymbolicName
BRAIN-IoT-Smart-Behaviour-Version

0.0.1.SNAPSHOT

BRAIN-IoT-Deploy-Requirement

osgi.identity;filter:="(osgi.identity=com.paremu
s.brain.iot.example.light.impl)",osgi.identity;filte
r:="(osgi.identity=org.apache.aries.jax.rs.jackso
n)"
Table 5: Manifest headers

The smart-behaviour-maven-plugin is implemented as a sub-project of the Eclipse ResearchLabs BRAIN-IoT
repository brain-iot-EventBus2.

2

https://github.com/eclipse-researchlabs/brain-iot-EventBus
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It uses the maven-dependency-plugin 3 to copy the dependencies and the maven-jar-plugin 4 to create the
target artifact. Finally, the BRAIN-IoT service artifact and the project output artefact will be released together
to the maven-releases and maven-snapshots repositories in BRAIN-IoT Nexus Server according to the artifact
version.
The light BRAIN-IT service in the Security Light example is deployed to the maven-snapshots artifact repository
as shown below in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Deployed Artefact in BRAIN-IoT maven-snapshots Repository

As can be seen that the project output jar “light.impl-0.0.1-20210204.172557-63.jar” and the BRAIN-IoT
service “light.impl-0.0.1-20210204.172557-63-brain-iot-smart-behaviour.jar” jar archive has been
released together in the maven-snapshots artefact repository.

4.2

BRAIN-IoT Service Marketplace

A BRAIN-IoT Service Marketplace combines multiple BRAIN-IoT Service artifacts, together with a 2-tier
repository index.
A 2-tier index is used to reduce the size of the index compared to simply combining each BRAIN-IoT Service
index.xml into a single marketplace index which could be very large and thus slow to search.

3
4

https://maven.apache.org/plugins/maven-dependency-plugin/
https://maven.apache.org/plugins/maven-jar-plugin/
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BRAIN-IoT provides the behaviour-marketplace-maven-plugin for building a BRAIN-IoT Service artifacts
marketplace stored in the BRAIN-IoT marketplaces repository. Each IoT system could has its own artefacts
marketplace which gathers all BRAIN-IoT services (i.e. system components) that composite an IoT system and
is accessible through its a site URL generated using the maven-site-plugin5.
The Behaviour Management Service (BMS) presented in D3.7- Final Enablers for dynamic distribution of IoT
behaviours uses the top-level marketplace index to discover available BRAIN-IoT Service by name or by the
type of event consumed (which is all that is contained in the top-level index).
Once the Behaviour Management Service has found the appropriate BRAIN-IoT Service in the top-level index,
it uses the regular OSGi repository index.xml (for the BRAIN-IoT Service artifact) to resolve the required
resources.
The XML below is part of a top-level marketplace OSGi repository index:

<resource>
<capability namespace="eu.brain.iot.behaviour.deployment">
<attribute name="requirements" value="osgi.identity;filter:="(osgi.identity=com.paremus.brain.iot.
example.light.impl)",osgi.identity;filter:="(osgi.identity=org.apache.aries.jax.rs.jackson)""/>
</capability>
<capability namespace="osgi.content">
<attribute name="url" value="light.impl-0.0.1-20200128.093536-54-brain-iot-smart-behaviourjar/index.xml"/>
<attribute name="mime" value="application/vnd.osgi.repository+xml"/>
</capability>
<capability namespace="eu.brain.iot.behaviour">
<attribute name="consumed" value="com.paremus.brain.iot.example.light.api.LightCommand,com.
paremus.brain.iot.example.light.api.LightQuery" type="List<String>"/>
<attribute name="name" value="Example Smart Light Bulb"/>
<attribute name="description" value="Implements a Smart Light Bulb and UI to display it."/>
<attribute name="author" value="Paremus"/>
</capability>
</resource>

If

the

Behaviour

Management

Service

detects

an

unhandled

event

of

type

com.paremus.brain.iot.example.light.api.LightCommand, it searches the top-level index for a capability in
the eu.brain.iot.behaviour namespace with the consumed attribute containing that event.
The osgi.content capability for the resource found has a mime type of application/vnd.osgi.repository+xml
indicating that it is an OSGi repository index. The url attribute of the same capability refers to that index in the
5

https://maven.apache.org/plugins/maven-site-plugin/
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BRAIN-IoT

service

artifact:

light.impl-0.0.1-20200128.093536-54-brain-iot-smart-behaviour-

jar/index.xml. The Behaviour Management Service is the only consumer of the top-level marketplace index
and needs to understand when the osgi.content capability is referring to another index. All other OSGi index
consumers (such as resolvers) will only see the regular indexes.
A BRAIN-IoT Service artefacts marketplace can be created locally using the behaviour-marketplace-mavenplugin provided by BRAIN-IoT platform, and then deployed to BRAIN-IoT Repository using the maven-siteplugin, by adding the following to the project pom.xml:

<build>
<plugins>
<plugin>
<groupId>com.paremus.brain.iot.maven</groupId>
<artifactId>behaviour-marketplace-maven-plugin</artifactId>
<version>0.0.1-SNAPSHOT</version>
<configuration>
</configuration>
<executions>
<execution>
<goals>
<goal>generate</goal>
</goals>
</execution>
</executions>
</plugin>
<plugin>
<groupId> org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>
<artifactId> maven-site-plugin</artifactId>
<version>3.4</version>
<dependencies>
<dependency>
<groupId>org.apache.maven.wagon</groupId>
<artifactId>wagon-webdav-jackrabbit</artifactId>
<version>2.8</version>
</dependency>
</dependencies>
<configuration>
<skip>true</skip>
<inputDirectory>${project.build.directory}/marketplace</inputDirectory>
</configuration>
</plugin>
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</plugins>
</build>
The behaviour-marketplace-maven-plugin is implemented in a sub-project of the marketplace project in
Eclipse ResearchLab repository brain-iot-marketplace6. Its build process has the following steps:
•

The BRAIN-IT services (i.e. Light, Sensor, Light Behaviour) of a IoT system are added in the
<dependency> element in the pom of marketplace Maven project.

•

The BRAIN-IT services jar archives will be downloaded from the OSGi artefact repositories (i.e. mavensnapshots) at the package phase of the Maven build.

•

behaviour-marketplace-maven-plugin unpacks the BRAIN-IT services jar archives locally.

The plugin provides the ‘generate’ goal bound to the ‘generate_resources’ phase. The goal is not executed by
default, therefore at least one explicit execution needs to be configured (see above). The resulting marketplace
jar has the name in the form of ‘${project.artifactId} - ${project.version}.jar’.
During the ‘generate_resources’ phase, the BRAIN-IT services of a system will be downloaded from the remote
BRAIN-IoT repositories into Maven local repository. Each BRAIN-IT service will be unpackaged as a sub-folder
of the “marketplace” folder with all gathered dependencies using the maven-dependency-plugin7 and an OSGi
repository index.xml containing the metadata of each dependency bundles will be generated using bndindexer-maven-plugin8. It then uses the aQute.bnd.osgi.repository.XMLResourceGenerator from BND to create
the top-level index as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Local Marketplace for Security Light System

The ‘marketplace’ folder is used as the input of the maven-site-plugin as configured above, then deployed to
BRAIN-IoT Nexus.

https://github.com/eclipse-researchlabs/brain-iot-marketplace
https://maven.apache.org/plugins/maven-dependency-plugin/
8
https://github.com/bndtools/bnd/tree/master/maven/bnd-indexer-maven-plugin
6
7
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As an example, the deployed marketplace for the Security Light Example to BRAIN-IoT Repository
(https://nexus.repositorypert.ismb.it/#browse/browse:marketplaces:com.paremus.brain.iot.marketplace%2Fsecurity-light-marketplace)
is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Marketplace of Security Light System

As can be seen an index.html is also created alongside the index.xml. they will point to the latest version of
BRAIN-IT services. The index.xml provides summary information for casual browsing: https://nexus.repositorypert.ismb.it/repository/marketplaces/com.paremus.brain.iot.marketplace/security-light-marketplace/0.0.1SNAPSHOT/index.html, this link is also shown directly on the right side in the same page when clicking it, as
shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Marketplace Summary Information of Security Light System

Open the index.html in browser, the smart behaviours will be shown with their index indicating the
dependencies archived in the artifact jar as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Indexes to all Smart Behaviours in a Marketplace

The Security Light system is composed of three smart behaviours: light, sensor and the light behaviour. The
Light Behaviour: located in bundle com.paremus.brain.iot.example.behaviour.impl and found in
index behaviour.impl-0.0.1-20200128.093543-54-brain-iot-smart-behaviour-jar/index.xml
The Smart Light Bulb : located in bundle com.paremus.brain.iot.example.light.impl and found in
index light.impl-0.0.1-20200128.093536-54-brain-iot-smart-behaviour-jar/index.xml
The Sensor : located in bundle com.paremus.brain.iot.example.sensor.impl and found in index sensor.impl0.0.1-20200128.093530-54-brain-iot-smart-behaviour-jar/index.xml
Part of the content of the light BRAIN-IoT service for the Security Light example is shown below in Figure 8:
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Figure 8: Behaviour Marketplace content

As can be seen above, the secondary-level OSGi repository index is located in each BRAIN-IT service folder.

4.3

Artifact Repository (Nexus)

The BRAIN-IoT service artifacts are stored in a 3rd party artifact repository designed for deployment of artifacts
built using the Maven build tool9.
The leading repository is Nexus by Sonatype and is available as either the commercial Nexus Repository Pro
or the free Nexus Repository OSS.
BRAIN-IoT already uses the open-source Nexus Repository OSS10 for the deployment of build artifacts. It is
hosted at: http://www.brain-iot.eu/brain-iot-repository/. There are four marketplaces currently hosted for
the different systems in BRAIN-IoT as shown in Figure 8.

9

https://maven.apache.org/
https://www.sonatype.com/nexus/repository-oss

10
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Figure 9: List of System Marketplaces hosted in BRAIN-IoT Repository

Other Maven-compatible repositories are available and could be used instead of the Nexus repository if
required: https://alternativeto.net/software/sonatype-nexus-repository-oss/.
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5

Setup of a BRAIN-IoT Repository

This section will list the basic steps for creating and deploying a fully functional BRAIN-IoT Repository. It is
important to note that, while the instructions represented for clarity are based on GNU/Linux systems, they
should be completely operative system agnostic.
5.1

Prerequisites

5.1.1

Software requirements

To reproduce the steps of this guide you must ensure that the following tools are installed and correctly
configured in the system:
• Java (version 8 or greater)
• Maven (version 3.5.4 or greater)

5.1.2

Configuration

Since this walkthrough will make use of some plugins and artifacts developed as part of the BRAIN-IoT project
and hosted in a private repository, access credentials must be configured.
For this, it will be enough to export a valid BRAIN-IoT user and password combination into the NEXUS_USER
and NEXUS_PASSWORD environment variables.
With those configured, this Maven settings file should be added to the current user’s maven configuration
folder, ~/.m2/settings.xml:
<settings>
<servers>
<server>
<id>brain-iot-releases</id>
<username>${env.NEXUS_USER}</username>
<password>${env.NEXUS_PASSWORD}</password>
</server>
<server>
<id>brain-iot-snapshots</id>
<username>${env.NEXUS_USER}</username>
<password>${env.NEXUS_PASSWORD}</password>
</server>
<server>
<id>brain-iot-nexus-marketplace</id>
<username>${env.NEXUS_USER}</username>
<password>${env.NEXUS_PASSWORD}</password>
</server>
</servers>
</settings>
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5.2

5.2.1

BRAIN-IoT Repository creation
Creating and configuring the Repository Maven project

The simplest way to generate a BRAIN-IoT Repository project is using the “bare-project” OSGi enRoute Maven
archetype:
~$ mvn archetype:generate \
-DarchetypeGroupId=org.osgi.enroute.archetype \
-DarchetypeArtifactId=project-bare \
-DarchetypeVersion=7.0.0
using the following configuration as an example:
Define value for property 'groupId': com.paremus.brain.iot.marketplace
Define value for property 'artifactId': security-light-marketplace
Define value for property 'version' 1.0-SNAPSHOT: : 0.0.1-SNAPSHOT
Define value for property 'package' com.paremus.brain.iot.marketplace: :
Confirm properties configuration:
groupId: com.paremus.brain.iot.marketplace
artifactId: security-light-marketplace
version: 0.0.1-SNAPSHOT
package: com.paremus.brain.iot.marketplace
Y: :
Once the minimal Maven project is created, there are still some extra configurations to perform in its pom.xml.
First of all, the bnd version (<bnd.version>) shall be changed to
<bnd.version>4.2.0</bnd.version>
After that, we will configure the BRAIN-IoT “behaviour-marketplace-maven-plugin”, adding the repository
where it can be downloaded from:
Append these entries to the pluginRepositories entry of the project’s pom.xml file:
<pluginRepository>
<id>brain-iot-releases</id>
<name>BRAIN-IoT Releases</name>
<url>https://nexus.repository-pert.ismb.it/repository/maven-releases/</url>
<releases>
<enabled>true</enabled>
</releases>
<snapshots>
<enabled>false</enabled>
</snapshots>
</pluginRepository>
<pluginRepository>
<id>brain-iot-snapshots</id>
<name>BRAIN-IoT Snapshots</name>
<url>https://nexus.repository-pert.ismb.it/repository/maven-snapshots/</url>
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<releases>
<enabled>false</enabled>
</releases>
<snapshots>
<enabled>true</enabled>
</snapshots>
</pluginRepository>
Create the new <build> section and add the BRAIN-IoT “behaviour-marketplace-maven-plugin” so the BRAINIoT Repository can be built:
<build>
<plugins>
<plugin>
<groupId>com.paremus.brain.iot.maven</groupId>
<artifactId>behaviour-marketplace-maven-plugin</artifactId>
<version>0.0.1-SNAPSHOT</version>
<configuration>
</configuration>
<executions>
<execution>
<goals>
<goal>generate</goal>
</goals>
</execution>
</executions>
</plugin>
</plugins>
</build>

5.2.2 Adding BRAIN-IoT components to the Repository
For the sake of this tutorial, we are going to use already existing BRAIN-IoT components that can be found in
the project’s Nexus repository. Adding new components is as easy as listing them as dependencies in the
Repository’s pom.xml file:
Create the new <dependencies> section and add some components, in this case light.impl, sensor.impl and
behaviour.impl:
<dependencies>
<dependency>
<groupId>com.paremus.brain.iot.example</groupId>
<artifactId>behaviour.impl</artifactId>
<version>0.0.1-SNAPSHOT</version>
</dependency>
<dependency>
<groupId>com.paremus.brain.iot.example</groupId>
<artifactId>light.impl</artifactId>
<version>0.0.1-SNAPSHOT</version>
</dependency>
<dependency>
<groupId>com.paremus.brain.iot.example</groupId>
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<artifactId>sensor.impl</artifactId>
<version>0.0.1-SNAPSHOT</version>
</dependency>
</dependencies>

5.2.3 Building the Repository
Once everything is configured, using Maven’s package goal will be enough to create a deployable BRAIN-IoT
repository. For it, we should use the mvn package command inside the repository’s directory:
~ $ cd security-light-marketplace
~/security-light-marketplace $ mvn package
[INFO] Scanning for projects...
[INFO] -----------------------------------------------------------------------[INFO] Building security-light-marketplace 0.0.1-SNAPSHOT
[INFO] -----------------------------------------------------------------------[INFO] --- behaviour-marketplace-maven-plugin:0.0.1-SNAPSHOT:generate (default) @
security-light-marketplace --......
[INFO] Unpacking ~/.m2/repository/com/paremus/brain/iot/example/behaviour.impl/0.0.1SNAPSHOT/behaviour.impl-0.0.1-SNAPSHOT-brain-iot-smart-behaviour.jar to ~/securitylight-marketplace/target/marketplace/behaviour.impl-0.0.1-SNAPSHOT-brain-iot-smartbehaviour-jar ......
[INFO] Unpacking ~/.m2/repository/com/paremus/brain/iot/example/light.impl/0.0.1SNAPSHOT/light.impl-0.0.1-SNAPSHOT-brain-iot-smart-behaviour.jar to ~/security-lightmarketplace/target/marketplace/light.impl-0.0.1-SNAPSHOT-brain-iot-smart-behaviourjar ......
[INFO] Unpacking ~/.m2/repository/com/paremus/brain/iot/example/sensor.impl/0.0.1SNAPSHOT/sensor.impl-0.0.1-SNAPSHOT-brain-iot-smart-behaviour.jar to ~/security-lightmarketplace/target/marketplace/sensor.impl-0.0.1-SNAPSHOT-brain-iot-smart-behaviourjar ......
[INFO] -----------------------------------------------------------------------[INFO] BUILD SUCCESS
[INFO] -----------------------------------------------------------------------As shown, this will create and place in the target directory the file structure that could be deployed to any
simple HTTP server in order to use as a BRAIN-IoT Repository for any BRAIN-IoT Fabric.
~/security-light-marketplace $ ls target/marketplace
behaviour.impl-0.0.1-SNAPSHOT-brain-iot-smart-behaviour-jar
brain-iot-smart-behaviour-jar
index.html
SNAPSHOT-brain-iot-smart-behaviour-jar
index.xml

5.3

light.impl-0.0.1-SNAPSHOTsensor.impl-0.0.1-

BRAIN-IoT Repository deployment

As stated in the previous step, uploading the generated file structure to any HTTP server should be enough to
use it in any BRAIN-IoT environment. Nonetheless, in this section we will make use of the
org.apache.maven.plugins:maven-site-plugin to simplify its deployment to the projects Nexus server.
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For this, we need to open the project’s pom.xml file and add a <distributionManagement> section with the
target URL:
<distributionManagement>
<site>
<id>brain-iot-nexus-marketplace</id>
<url>dav:https://nexus.repositorypert.ismb.it/repository/marketplaces/${project.groupId}/${project.artifactId}/${project
.version}</url>
</site>
</distributionManagement>
And then configure the plugin appending the next <plugin> entry into the <build> section:
<plugin>
<artifactId>maven-site-plugin</artifactId>
<version>3.4</version>
<dependencies>
<dependency>
<groupId>org.apache.maven.wagon</groupId>
<artifactId>wagon-webdav-jackrabbit</artifactId>
<version>2.8</version>
</dependency>
</dependencies>
<configuration>
<skip>true</skip>
<inputDirectory>${project.build.directory}/marketplace</inputDirectory>
</configuration>
</plugin>
Once these configurations are applied, executing the site:deploy Maven goal will deploy the current version
of the repository to the configured Nexus server:
~/security-light-marketplace $ mvn clean verify site:deploy
After the deployment is successful, the BRAIN-IoT Repository index https://nexus.repositorypert.ismb.it/repository/marketplaces/com.paremus.brain.iot.example/security-light-marketplace/0.0.1SNAPSHOT/index.xml is ready to use.
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6

BRAIN-IoT Services Runtime Deployment

BRAIN-IoT Fabric is built upon the Paremus Service Fabric as presented in D4.4 - Final discovery, search,
composition and orchestration enablers, it provides a user-friendly admin interface (BRAIN-IoT UI) for
deploying an IoT system at runtime in the distributed execution platform as shown in Figure 10. The interface
will be deployed as a system part together with the other system components when importing a system in
Paremus Fabric, its installation instructions will be presented in D4.5 - Final Deployment and Operation
Enablers. It can also run in a single OSGi framework locally without running on top of Paremus Service Fabric.
The implementation is open-sourced in Eclipse ResearchLab project brain-iot-admin-user-interface11.
BRAIN-IT provides a tutorial12 for distributed deployment of IoT systems. This section is a QuickStart13 tutorial
to use the admin user interface to install and run the Security Light Example. The BRAIN-IoT UI can be browsed
at http://localhost:8081/ if running it locally.
Users need to login with username admin and password admin:

Figure 10: BRAIN-IoT User Interface

Before deploying the system, there is not any events found at the Event tab and BRAIN-IoT service at the
Behaviours tab, that is because the Behaviour Management Service (BMS) has not been configured with any
marketplace artifacts. So, we will configure it with the marketplace for the Security Light Example, which is
deployed in Nexus following the steps:
Click on the Configuration tab and then Behaviour Management Service then copy the top-level security light
marketplace
URL
(https://nexus.repositorypert.ismb.it/repository/marketplaces/com.paremus.brain.iot.marketplace/security-light-marketplace/0.0.1SNAPSHOT/index.xml) into the Indexes field and save the configuration (Figure 11):

https://github.com/eclipse-researchlabs/brain-iot-admin-user-interface
https://eclipse-researchlabs.github.io/brain-iot-tutorials/tutorial/20-distributed.html
13
https://site.paremus.com/brain-iot/tutorial/05-quickstart.html
11
12
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Figure 11: Configuration of BMS in BRAIN-IoT UI

Click on the Behaviours tab again and you will now see the Security Light services (Figure 12):

Figure 12: List of BRAIN-IT Services in Security Light System

Click on the Example Smart Security Sensor and then click in the Install host field. Select the only host and click
INSTALL (Figure 13):
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Figure 13: Installation of Sensor Service through BRAIN-IoT UI

Click on the Events tab and you should see two events for installation (Figure 14):

Figure 14: Installation Events from BMS in BRAIN-IoT Fabric

Now click back to the Behaviours tab and you’ll see the Example Security Sensor is installed:
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Figure 15: Observation of Success Installation of Sensor Service

Trigger Example Sensor:
After the installation, browse to http://localhost:8081/example/sensor-ui/index.html, where the Example
Sensor webpage will be shown (Figure 16):

Figure 16: Virtual Sensor running in BRAIN-IoT Fabric

Security Light system consists of a sensor, a light and a controller behaviour, all implemented as BRAIN-IoT
Smart Behaviours. When the sensor is activated it sends an event to the controller. The controller then sends a
series of events to the light which cause it to switch on brightly and then slowly dim. When the sensor is
activated, the BMS will detect the unhandled event for the controller and automatically install the appropriate
behaviour from the marketplace. Similarly, when the controller sends an event to the light, the BMS will
automatically install the light service from the marketplace.
Click Trigger the sensor button. Finally, the deployed system will be shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17: Overview of installed System in BRAIN-IoT Fabric

Observation of Example Light bulb:
The Example Light Bulb can be observed in the webpage as shown in Figure 18:

Figure 18: Virtual Light running in BRAIN-IoT Fabric

Observation of Events:
Click the Events tab in BRAIN-IoT UI. There are lots of events, specifically SensorReadingDTO which is sent from
the sensor and LightCommand which is sent from the controller as shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19: List of Events in BRAIN-IoT Fabric
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7

Conclusions

As it has been shown in this document, the unique characteristics of the BRAIN-IoT Marketplace enable both
developers and operators of IoT systems to seamlessly make use of an extensive and extensible library of dataoriented services and components.
The dynamic capabilities for requiring and installing components like Smart Behaviours or Docker containers
both as part of a predefined architecture and on demand, provide the BRAIN-IoT environment with the needed
tools to adapt to the continuous and unpredictable changes inherent to an IoT implementation.
With the intention of easing the integration of new components or updating the existing ones, the creation of
the BRAIN-IoT Repository is highly simplified using the developed Maven plugin. Through it, the developers
could even automate the maintenance of the system, for example, by adding it to their Continuous Integration
pipelines for keeping an always up to date repository. This joined by the use of already existing Maven plugins
for unattended deployment ensures that BRAIN-IoT Systems can easily be integrated into any workflow to best
suit the requirements of any final adopter.
Moreover, keeping an automatically updated and human readable HTML description of the repository proved
to be of great usefulness from both the documentation and maintenance perspectives.
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Acronyms
Acronym

Explanation

UDP

User Datagram Protocol

BMS

Bundle Management Service

BIS

Behaviour Install Service

OBR

OSGI Bundle Repository

OSGi

Open Services Gateway initiative

UI

User Interface

DTO

Data Transfer Object
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